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Behavioral economics

In this lecture we introduce some topics and models in “behavioral
economics”

In economics, the usual models have people behaving “rationally”

Making choices which maximize utility in mathematically precise way
I Little room for emotional considerations: regret, optimism, pessimism,

fear, etc.
I “rules of thumb” are usually not optimal: exercise 30 mins/day, sleep 8

hours/night, etc.
I No room for “other-regarding” behavior: altruism, kindness, sacrifice

Behavioral economics: recent (last 20 years) movement

Bring ideas originating (primarily) in psychology into economics

Nobel prize in economics: Kahnemann (2002), Thaler (2017), Shiller
(2013)
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Behavioral aspects of pricing

Inverse elasticity principle: explains how demand affects pricing

But there are also “behavioral” aspects of pricing, where price can
affect demand

1 Price as “signal” of quality.
F ($50 for iPhone X on eBay is “too good to be true”)
F Genuine vs. counterfeit products

2 Reference-dependence:
F consumers can be very price sensitive when prices move beyond a

“reference price”
F Food at restaurant seems “much more expensive” when price rises from

9.99 to 10.10

Esp. important for products with both use and status functions.

Low prices can be “dangerous” for firm.
I If “riff-raff” start buying, ruin brand image

F Apple (Jobs vs. Cook)
F Tesla
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1. Reference dependence

or: loss aversion, prospect theory

Kahnemann and Tversky

Basic idea:
I Consumers evaluate choices relative to a (monetary) “reference point”
I When reference point is price: suffer “loss” when price higher than

reference price, gain when price lower then reference price

Introspection: Black Friday
I Amazon Kindle: usual price $99, BF price $49.
I Let’s say I don’t buy it.
I Once Black Friday is over, price back up to $99
I Now I have to buy: experience reluctance to pay $99 (regret not having

paid $49)
I Might even prefer to buy GalaxyTab (competing product) for $99, to

avoid regret with paying full-price for Kindle
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Prospect theory preferences

In loss region, (even small) gains are very attractive

In gain region, (even large) gains are not very attractive
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Applications of reference dependence

Housing markets: reluctance to sell house below purchase price

(behavioral) Finance: disposition effect.
I Investors “sell winners” but “hold losers”
I (Feel esp bad about selling at a loss)

Design of video games:
I How to design “levels” or “goals”: reach 1000 points, kill 30 monsters,

etc.
I Work hard when you very close to reaching a goal.

Retail pricing: sales might be detrimental to long-run profits
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Retail pricing: the effect of sales

Under RD, sales might have detrimental long-run effects

If consumers take sale price as reference point..

then post-sale they might be “extra”-reluctant to buy product at
normal price

Abundant empirical evidence: “post-sale dip”

But obviously, there are confounding explanations

Consider one specific example:
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Hardware Store Pricing

Data from online hardware retailer

In raw data, we see a post-sale dip

But is this RD?

Reasonable confounding hypothesis: stockpiling

Hardware items are durable goods: stock up during a sale, buy less
after the sale.
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Disentangling Loss Aversion vs. Stockpiling

Focus on products which are substitutes:

Ex: Kindle or Galaxy tablet
I Under stockpiling: demand for discounted item as well as its

substitutes fall after sale
I Under loss aversion: demand for substitute increases relative to

discounted item after sale

Let’s look at some data.
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Taxicab labor supply

“Reference income”: drivers quit after reference income is reached
(strong anecdotal evidence from interviews with drivers)

Negative wage elasticities of labor supply: on (unexpectedly) high
wage days, drivers work fewer hours.

In usual neoclassical economics model: higher wage would imply that
people work more.

One problem: definition of “wage” (problem is that taxi drivers face a
wage which is not only stochastic across days, but also stochastic
within the day)
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Prices and social norms

In many market settings, there are norms of behavior which are not
“priced”

I Politeness, courteous behavior
I “freebies”: napkins/utensils at restaurants, bags at supermarket, extra

medical advice from doctor

Putting prices on these activities can have adverse consequences.

Ex: Gneezy/Rustichini (2000)
I Childcare centers in Israel
I Although not expliictly stated, parents expected to pick up kids on

time (out of politeness to teachers)
I What happens when you fine late parents?
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Experimental design

10 childcare centers in Israel

#7-10: “control”. Never impose fine on late parents.

#1-6: four regimes
I weeks 1-4: no fine
I weeks 5-16: fine (10 NIS per child)
I weeks 17-20: no fine
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Results

Notable rise in late pickups once fine imposed.

Doesn’t go down once fine removed: new social norm?
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Results

Does “commodization” destroy social capital?
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“Non-equilibrium” beliefs

Ample evidence that people, firms, are “overconfident”

They are “smarter” than the rest of the population.

Survey: 80% of drivers state that they drive “better than the average
driver”

A model of such beliefs:
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Level-k and Cognitive Hierarchy (CH)

Motivated by idea that everyone responds optimally to beliefs of how
others will play.

k : level of rationality. Defined recursively:

Level 0: lowest level of rationality.
I Players may just tell the truth (auctions, matching)
I Players may randomize (number guessing games, centipede)

Level 1: best respond assuming all other players are Level 0

...

Level k : best respond assuming all other players are Level k − 1

Cognitive hierarchy:
I A level-k player believes that all other players are mixture of levels

0, . . . , k − 1.
I Mixture typically Poisson (0, 1, 2 . . . ;λ)

Important: in both LK and CH, beliefs about others are “wrong”
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Application of CH

Goldfarb and Xiao: telecommunications entry with CH managers

Examine how estimate of rationality parameter τ correlates with
characteristics of manager.
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